
KOLEKTIVO KAMINA LIBRE CHILEAN ANARCHIST

MATERIALS COLLECTION.

[Santiago de Chile]: Self publsihed, 1996-2003. Later printing. 16vols., 2 brochures, 4 posters (three

8x11" and one 13x8.5") Paperback. Very Good.

The "Kolektivo Kamina Libre" was and is a reference in the anarchic movement in Chile,

and a particularly insurrectional vein of anarchism. This group was formed in 1995 within

the High Security Jail in Santiago, its members were part of the political-military party

MAPU-Lautaro (ironclad opponents of the Pinochet government), and were arrested and

convicted for actions of political violence. After breaking with their ideological matrix they

approached libertarian ideas in prison, developing a wide literature with topics as diverse

as animal liberation, revolutionary violence, economics, etc. These writings were smuggled

out of prison in a clandestine manner and reproduced widely among Anarko-punks, vegan

and secret societies.



Several sociologists and students of Chilean anarchism, the National Intelligence Agency

(ANI) and police organizations link the "Kamina Libre" as an important

theoretical-practical axis within the last two decades of anarchic struggle. After 12 years of

incarceration, the last member of the group was released, several of his former members

have continued to have problems with the law, two of them were accused of being the

leaders of an illicit terrorist association, and another former member of the KL was

prosecuted and convicted for assaulting a bank and the murder of a police officer. Their

texts to this day are persecuted, criminalized and shown as evidence, so access to these

documents is difficult, not only over the years, but also because they have been lost in

continuous raids and repressive blows.

The originals were made by hand, with a typewriter. They are collage-like clippings and

drawings by the same authors. Those were photocopied. This collection is one of the

copies.

Included in this collection are 6 issues of "Libelo" (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7), 5 issues of

"T.I.R.O." (Nos. 1-5), 5  issues of "Koncencia Alerta" (1999-2003), 1 issue of "Incesto" (No.

3), 2 brochures, and 4 anarchist posters. (185525)

$750.00
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Libelo 1 marzo de 1996, 8 páginas Libelo 2 junio de 1997, 16 páginas

Libelo 3 octubre 1997, 32 páginas Libelo 4 junio 1998, 48 páginas
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Libelo 5 noviembre 1999, 44 páginas Libelo 7 marzo 2002, 48 páginas
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TRANSGRESIÓN INSURRECTA RADIKAL ORGANIZADA (T.I.R.O.)

T.I.R.O 1 noviembre 1998, 26 páginas T.I.R.O 2 septiembre 1999, 34

páginas
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T.I.R.O 3 marzo 2000, 30 páginas T.I.R.O 4 octubre 2001, 28

páginas

T.I.R.O 5 julio 2003, 28 páginas
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INCESTO 3 "publicación antojadizacidotransgresora". Dic 1993. 46 pág.

Kolektivo incestuoso (precursor del Kolectivo Kamina Libre)
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KONCIENCIA ALERTA. Boletín informativo sobre la prisión politika en chile

Agosto 1998, 4 páginas Noviembre 1998, 4 páginas
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Febrero 1999, 4 páginas Febrero 2000, 8 páginas

Marzo 2003, 4 páginas
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Trípticos prisión política
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4 afiches tamaño carta/oficio
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